A high-resolution anisotropic finite-volume head model for EEG source analysis.
Solution of the electroencephalogram (EEG) forward problem in a realistic head model is necessary for accurate source analysis. Realistic head models are usually derived from volumetric magnetic resonance images that provide a voxel resolution of about 1 mm3. The availability of an electrical head model with this resolution would therefore be extremely advantageous. Head models with resolution in the millimeter range that incorporate the anisotropic properties of their elements have been formulated with the finite element method (FEM). However, these FEM models are fraught with complications related to irregular grids and meshes, along with the incumbent segmentation problems. Presented here is a finite volume method (FVM) formulation of the realistic head model in cubic elements that can ameliorate some of these problems, can incorporate tissue anisotropy, and is both physically intuitive and simple to implement.